PERSONALIZED OPTIONS FOR PEOPLE
WITH ALS & OTHER CONDITIONS
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Message banking enables users to record, save,

Voice banking also requires individuals to record

and recall messages comprised of words, phrases,

their voice but the end result is different.

or longer messages in their actual voices. These

Recordings, from 30 minutes to over 3,000

digitized recordings of patients’ speech are saved

sentences depending on the program used, are

as ﬁles and called up when desired by patients.

analyzed and used to create a synthetic voice.

Typically, patients will choose to record speciﬁc

While the voice is computerized, like Siri or

phrases used often or intimately, such as “I love

another digital assistant, it will sound very much

you” or “goodnight.”

like the person doing the recording.

“I’ve had ALS patients who are also pet owners

"Voice banking can be a really cool feature for

who want to record commands for their dog to

users," explains Whitfield. "It takes some time and

evoke

dog

effort, which can be tricky with all the other things

recognizes their voice saying ‘sit’ or ‘come here’

going on at the time of diagnosis, but when it’s

better than they would a computer-generated

the right fit it can help individuals maintain a

voice command. It’s a simple way to stay

greater sense of normalcy."

familiarity,”

says
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Image from the Fast Talker grid set on Grid 3, an example of how banked messages can be displayed on a communication device.

In message banking, individuals record words or

The time commitment for message banking is

phrases with an SLP or on their own, storing them

flexible, allowing users to record as few or as

on their phone, computer, or online until they are

many phrases as they want (or can) before they

ready to use them. Later, the patients’ digital

fully rely on a device for speech.

voice ﬁles are added to particular buttons on
communication devices.

“Message banking is a good option for people
who have less time to record, or aren’t strong

Message banking does not enable “on the fly”

enough physically to record the amount needed

creation of messages through spelling or by

for voice banking,” Montes says. “They are able to

combining words or phrases. It is best for

save key phrases that are personal to them and

frequently used, standalone messages, especially

use traditional computer-generated speech to fill

ones that are highly associated with an individual.

in the rest.”
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Voice banking, on the other hand, is designed to

Depending

on

the

specific

program

used,

allow people to say anything—providing both

individuals record a baseline set of sentences,

flexibility and naturalness. In order to produce a

from 100 to 400. If they aren’t happy with how the

high-quality voice that sounds like the human

voice sounds, they can continue to record and

speaker, voice banking requires a significant

make improvements before downloading their file

amount of recording.

to their communication device for use.

“Depending on the patient’s condition, it’s
generally recommended that recording sessions
should last no more than 10 minutes, and that
good vocal hygiene—including hydration and rest
—is practiced to achieve the best quality voice
representation for the inventory,” explains
Whitfield.

SLPs often assist and guide users through the

"It’s important to partner with an SLP to see what

process of voice banking. They create a plan to

will be right for each client, since everyone will

systematically record words, phrases, and sounds

have different levels of ability and resources, like

to give the system as much content as possible to

time, to record,” Montes notes.

create the most realistic voice.
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Often, a diagnosis like ALS is accompanied by a

Technologies that record, digitize and generate

range of emotions for patients and their family

speech have advanced signiﬁcantly in recent

members; grief or denial are common in response

years, complementing patients’ increasing comfort

to overwhelming news and a poor prognosis. It

levels with digital devices. Furthermore, access to

can be hard for patients to start thinking about

funding and/or coverage that supports both

voice or message banking when there are so many

augmentative

other things going on. Message banking or voice

message banking and voice banking processes

banking can be both part of the grieving process

have improved substantially in recent years.

communication

devices

and

and a productive way to preserve speech and a
critical part of themselves.

“All of these factors, including advances in
technology and funding, have really allowed more

“Individuals with ALS generally understand that

access to message or voice banking for clients,

voice is a vital part of their background, their

giving them a better quality of life,” says Montes.

personality, and their story. Thinking about losing

“It’s been really promising to know that this is

these important characteristics can be devastating,

available to more users than ever.”

making it hard to act.” Whitfield says. “But it’s
important to start thinking about message or voice

While the degeneration of speech is likely with

banking early to have the best results later on,”

ALS and other degenerative diseases, innovation

she adds, so patients can present their strongest

can help patients maintain their independence

voice.

and personality.

Control bionics is an assistive technology device company that enables
people with communication challenges to participate more fully in daily life.
Originally, our EMG technology was developed to help veterans living with
conditions like ALS and SCI, resulting in paralysis and loss of speech. Today,
our augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) offerings help
people with a range of conditions to find their “voice” once more. Control
Bionics’ Trilogy product line is the only AAC product line that harnesses three
modalities—touch control, eye control, and NeuroNode control—to give
users the ultimate, personalized opportunity to express themselves and
control the world around them with the most responsive, high level customer
support. For more information, please visit www.controlbionics.com.
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